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Hawks dominate Grizzlies in opener

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:59 p.m. Wednesday, October 27, 2010 

MEMPHIS -- They opened their season on the road, so that meant the Hawks would immediately be 

tasked with proving they can be a different team with largely the same players.

"It's a test mentally," Hawks forward Mo Evans said before the Hawks faced Memphis on Wednesday. "It 

takes a certain toughness to win on the road. It takes a team that really knows itself and knows how to 

execute under pressure."

That challenge came in the third quarter for the Hawks, who saw their commanding lead threatened by a 

Grizzlies run. It was at times like that last season that the Hawks collapsed on the road.

Not this time. The Hawks turned back Memphis' third-quarter rally with just enough defense and all kinds 

of offense and went on to a dominating 119-104 victory.

It was an impressive debut for under new coach Larry Drew, whose goals include developing the Hawks 

into a team that can win big away from Philips Arena.

"I always look at it as a real time to grow as a team," Drew said. "Playing at home there is a slight 

tendency to let your guard down because you fall into a comfort level. When you go on the road, it's you 

against the road. It kind of forces you to grow up."

No doubt the Hawks won't always look this good for their remaining 81 games. But in their debut they 

showed few shades of the disorganized, mentally suspect team that regularly squandered second-half 

leads on the road last season.

The Hawks led 62-50 at halftime behind 56 percent shooting and at least two baskets from eight players. 

Memphis cut the lead to 79-75 before the Hawks made the kind of winning plays Evans was talking about 

to close the quarter on a 12-0 run.

Grizzlies guard Mike Conley had hurt the Hawks with his penetration, so Drew sent in reserve Jeff 

Teague to defend him. Teague slowed Conley, and Memphis' offense ground to a halt while the Hawks 

kept rolling.

Teague, Jamal Crawford, Zaza Pachulia and Josh Powell all scored during the decisive burst to continue 

the domination of Hawks bench players. 
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The Hawks continued to pour it on in the fourth quarter. Back-to-back 3-pointers from Bibby extended the 

Hawks' lead to 104-87, and disgruntled Grizzlies fans started to head for the exits.

The Hawks' goals under Drew include using ball movement to produce balanced scoring and also 

rebounding to create opportunities in transition. That plan got off to a great start against the Grizzlies, 

with the Hawks essentially checking off every item on Drew's offensive list.

The Hawks had seven players score in the first quarter while building a 30-22 lead. Johnson, the team's 

offensive star, scored only two points in the period while reserve players combined to score 11 points.

The Hawks scored 12 fast-break points in the opening quarter. Center Al Horford and Josh Smith each 

led the break for scores, with Horford finding Bibby for a 3-pointer and Smith feeding Pachulia for a 

layup.

The Hawks continued their crisp, balanced offensive play in the second quarter. Pachulia gave Memphis 

fits in the paint while scoring 13 points and collecting nine rebounds in the first half.

Drew and the Hawks had downplayed their lackluster preseason that featured minor injuries to several 

players and few signs they would debut with such a dominating performance.

"I am not worried about the preseason record," Drew said before the game. "As I told the guys, a lot of 

those games we were trying to get a feel for some of those things we were putting in and seeing how well 

they could pick it up."
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